Efficiency from Hub to Spoke

These days, business moves faster than ever, and delivery services are met with increasing demand and competition. Transporting time-sensitive goods quickly, safely, and reliably is essential to keeping customers happy. Geotab helps you reduce fleet costs, boost on-road productivity, and improve driver safety with high-performance technology that’s scalable, flexible, and customizable.

The Geotab Advantage

+ Complete visibility of workforce, assets, and costs
+ Dispatching & Navigation
+ Route optimization
+ Accident detection & notification, Driver safety scorecard
+ High-performance GPS technology
+ Advanced dashboard reports
+ Open platform for easy data integration
+ Marketplace apps & add-ons

Learn more at Geotab.com
Open Platform Fleet Management Solutions

**Manage Compliance**
- HOS & DVIR (Vehicle inspections)
- Electronic logs for reduced paperwork
- Set policy rules and alerts

**Improve Driver Safety**
- Risk and safety reports
- Driver feedback
- Instant accident notifications
- Monitor seat belt use
- Detect reverse driving

**Boost Productivity & Control Costs**
- Live tracking of fleet vehicles (real-time location)
- Trip and activity reporting
- Dispatching & Messaging

**Cut Fuel Costs & Optimize Fleet**
- Fuel consumption tracking
- Reduce speeding and unnecessary idling
- Reduce CO2 emissions
- Detect engine issues
- Predictive maintenance
- Route optimization (review planned vs. actual)

**Expandability**
- IOX technology
- SDK & APIs
- Integrate sensors for temperature, weight tracking, doors, cargo
- Driver ID

**Geotab GO7 Telematics Device**
- Fast GPS acquisition time
- Rich, second-by-second data
- Ultra-accurate engine diagnostics
- Self-calibrating accelerometer

**Do more with your data**
- Dispatching & Route Optimization
- Camera Integration
- Mobile Forms & E-signature
- Advanced Collision Prevention
- Vehicle Maintenance Management
- Fuel Management

Learn more at Geotab.com